HVAC GUIDE FOR BIO-MEDICAL FACILITIES

As the manager of your bio-medical facility, your primary objective is to maintain the health, comfort, and safety

of your building occupants. That means having a single source as your HVAC solutions provider that’s trained to

deliver the state-of-the-art commercial heating and air conditioning systems that bio-medical facilities in New York
City require. AFGO Mechanical Services is proud to be New York City’s go-to source for HVAC solutions for the

area’s bio-medical facilities. We offer the turnkey heating and cooling products and services that your bio-medical
facility needs all year.

HVAC System Solutions for Bio-Medical
Facilities

At AFGO Mechanical, we are determined to meet and maintain the comfort
requirements at your bio-medical facility. That’s why we offer the end-to-end
system solutions that bio-medical facility managers need to keep their buildings
safe, comfortable, and healthy.
HVAC Installations & Retrofitting
Whether you’re zoned to build a new bio-medical facility or are retrofitting
HVAC equipment at an existing building, AFGO has the solutions you need.
We carry the highest quality products from the most reputable HVAC industry
manufacturers to ensure your bio-medical facility is equipped to handle the
comfort needs of your building occupants. If your existing HVAC equipment
isn’t up to the task, our team can retrofit your outdated system to provide the
necessary upgrades it needs.
HVAC Repairs
When HVAC equipment failures strike at your bio-medical facility, you can’t
wait for “normal operating hours” to get the repair services you need. AFGO
Mechanical offers 24/7 emergency HVAC repair services to bio-medical facilities
throughout the Manhattan region so they can ensure their patients remain safe
and healthy despite equipment malfunctions. We understand how critical it
is to restore your equipment back to working condition quickly and efficiently,
deploying the emergency repair services you need right when you need them.
HVAC Maintenance
Your bio-medical facility’s HVAC equipment is only as strong as the
annual maintenance it receives. At AFGO Mechanical, our team offers the
comprehensive maintenance services to keep your commercial heating and air
conditioning systems in the best working condition. Not only does our HVAC
maintenance ensure that your manufacturer warranties remain active, but it
also extends your system life span, increases energy efficiency, and improves
overall system performance for the long term.

Improving the Efficiency of Your Bio-Medical
Facility’s HVAC System
By trusting the AFGO Mechanical team with their bio-medical facility’s HVAC
needs, Manhattan facility managers enjoy:
Improved energy efficiency: Bio-medical facilities have many machines
operating simultaneously, which is why we work to identify opportunities within
your heating and cooling systems to optimize energy efficiency and keep these
systems working properly.
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Reduced energy costs: Thanks to our team’s ability to improve the energy
efficiency of your HVAC equipment through our expert service, you’ll enjoy
reduced energy expenses at your bio-medical facility as a result.
Increased patient comfort: With our powerful HVAC solutions expertly installed,
repaired, and maintained by our team, your patients will enjoy a higher degree of
comfort and safety.

Improving the Efficiency of Your Bio-Medical
Facility’s HVAC System
The best way to ensure the HVAC equipment at your bio-medical facility remains
in top working condition is through preventative maintenance. AFGO Mechanical
works closely with each bio-medical facility manager to develop a custom-tailored
preventative maintenance agreement that keeps their systems operating as
they should. We understand that your facility has different HVAC equipment and
requirements than other commercial buildings, which is why we design a white
glove, custom maintenance agreement to serve your needs better.
Our hassle-free preventive maintenance services help reduce operational costs,
improve system efficiency, and increase occupant comfort. We always work
around your busy schedule, providing the superior services you need when it’s
most convenient for you.

Trust Only the Best for Your Bio-Medical
Facility’s HVAC Needs
When it comes to the comfort needs of your bio-medical facility, only the
best will suffice. AFGO Mechanical promises to provide our customers
with:
•

A commitment to self-performing service. Our certified technicians
consistently deliver high-quality service with every call we receive.

•

Rapid response and resolution. We are available 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, 365 days a year, to meet your bio-medical facility’s
HVAC needs.

•

Highly qualified specialists. Each of our HVAC technicians is educated
and certified in system brands such as Trane, Carrier, York, AAON,
Mitsubishi, Daikin, and more.

Keep your NYC bio-medical facility comfortable year-round with AFGO
Mechanical’s commercial HVAC services. We look forward to meeting
your heating and cooling needs!

(929) 205-4080

afgosalesgroup@afgo.com

